and that the series (1) converges uniformly on every compact subset of B. Moreover, Pf Q(z) a f(0) and Pf k(z) s » jy D k f(0)(i,...,z), k « 1,2,..., where D k f(z) is the k-th Prêchet derivative of f at the point z. Denote by Q the set of all functions qe H, q{0) = 0, which fulfil the condition ||q(z)||< 1 in the ball B. For eaoh function qe Q the following inequalities are true (2) l|q(>)||^l|Bi. zeB,
ll P q,klk 1 » k * 1 » 2 (2) being known as the Schwarz lemma and (3) is an immediate conolusion from the Cauohy inequality for bounded functions.
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It is also easy to show that if in the expansion of the function qe Q into series of homogeneous polynomials there is 
G^w) = (wj-q^DKl-w^U))" 1 , i=1,2,...,n, with (w 1t ...,w n ) = we B, ara automorphismus of the ball B; moreover, g(0) = z and G(q(z)) » 0. Hence, the function h = g ° q o ç belongs to Q and
where DG(q(z)) and Dg(0) are nonsingular matrioes. Thus, the last equality is equivalent to the following one
Then, fallowing properties of the norm of the superposition of the linear operators, we get
Now let us observe that, by (9), (10), we have
with and hence
Also, using (3) for the function heQ, we get (13) ||Dh(0)U 1. The relations (11 i-(13) imply the estimate (8), the point zeB being arbitrary. This ends the proof of Lemma 1.
-295 -Let us observe that the case of equality in (8) occurs at the points (r,...,r)e B, re (0,1) for the function q{z) = [51z1,...,$nzn], l^l =1, i=1,...,n.
Now we can prove Theorem 1. By assumption, there exists a function qe Q that f(z) = F(q(z)). Hence Df(z)=DF(q(z))°Dq(z) which implies l|Df (z||DF(q (z) )|| . ||Dq (z)|| . Using Lemma 1,we have
and consequently, the inequalities (6), (7)*
The case of equalities in (6), (7) The next theorem will be preceded by a short introduction. To begin with let us notice that if f-<F and F = z or F is defined by the formula (19), then ||f(z)|| ^ ||F(z)|| for zeB. Thus, there arises a question whether there exists a ball Bp<= B, re (0,1), such that for each function F, belonging to some fixed subset of the set H, the subordination f-<F implies the inequality ||f(z)||^ ||F(z)|| in the ball Bp. The studies in this direction for n = 1 were initiated by M. Biernaaki [2] . Our problem will be solved for 00 Let n = 2 and u(r) = r*(1+r) , U(r) = = r»(l-r)
. ThenW(u,U) contains the set S of all functions G(z) = Qz^g(z)jZg&i 2 )] , where g belongs to the set Mg (cf.
[1]) that means g; B --C is holomorphic in B, g(0) = 1 and Re(Lg(z)(g(z))~1)> 0, zeB, the operator L being defined by the formula Lg(z) = g(z) + Dg(z)(z).
Indeed, by l|G(z)j| = |g(z)| • |j z|| , estimating the absolute value of a function in the set (cf.
[1]) we get the relation This completes the proof of theorem 3. Now let us observe that the function T(r) is continuous ln<0,1) and that T(r)>T(0) for re <0,1), so there exists a right-hand sided neighbourhood of the point r = 0 in which T(r)< 1. 
